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FOREWORD
How to use this guide

The Longevity Guide to Weight Loss promotes a sustainable approach
to eating healthy, It provides a few achievable and simple guidelines to
assist you in losing weight for the long term while promoting a healthy
long life.
This, is just a guide...
It is not the be all and end all for optimal health. It contains a few
simple guidelines and tools that have helped thousands of people just
like you to achieve their weight loss goals!
I acknowledge that the information presented in this guide is not my
own. I have never come up with my own original idea in my life, ever! I
am only a curator of information. This guide has been put together
from information I have acquired throughout my life. These include
nutrition courses from The University of Melbourne, ACU and UCLA, my
life experiences from growing up on a farm and years of coaching
hundreds of people on their health and fitness journeys. I have also
had influence from podcasts such as 'The Tim Ferriss Show', 'The Model
Health Show' and a long list of books (too many to name) that have
helped shape this guide. My intention of this guide is to simplify and
summarise the information and save you time. Rather than read all
those books and listen to hours upon hours of Podcasts, I want you to
have access to the important parts right here.

Is this guide a guarantee?

Of course not! No one can guarantee your own health…
But YOU can! The responsibility is up to you now.
The decisions you make towards your health and wellbeing have
always been up to you, and it’s time for you to take control.
I really do hope this tool is exactly what you’ve been waiting for,
looking for and needing to get your health to the level you’ve been
wanting for a while now.
You might not be ready to change and that’s fine. This will always be
here when you are ready. But, I ask please don’t waste your time here
putting in a half-arsed effort!
Follow this guide and you might just lose weight, improve your
wellbeing and live a longer healthier life!

THE LONGEVITY WEIGHT
LOSS GUIDE IS SIMPLE
There are three key areas of this
guide targets in your body
1) Understanding the role of Insulin

Insulin is a hormone released by your pancreas in response to rising
blood sugar levels. The more sugar in your blood, the more insulin
released by the pancreas. Insulin is responsible for telling your body to
absorb these sugars/carbs and store them. The sugar/carbs can be
stored in the muscles and liver or they can be converted into fat and
stored in fat cells (adipocytes). By correcting potential imbalances
using this guide, you may find it easier to control your weight, manage
diabetes, decrease your risk of getting diabetes and increase mood
and energy levels with a hell of a lot more additional benefits. The key
takeaway here is that you want to keep insulin spikes to a minimum
and increase the sensitivity your body has to insulin. Both of these
will decrease the amount of insulin your pancreas releases into your
blood stream upon eating, thereby, potentially assisting you in losing
weight/combatting weight gain.

2) Eating Smarter

What you eat and when you eat it is extremely important. The initial
concept of intermittent fasting will be briefly introduced here. Certain
meals that can help you lose or gain healthy weight will also be
explored below. You will learn about eating for specific purposes and
not just because you were taught breakfast, lunch and dinner are the
meals humans ‘should be eating.’

3) Boosting Your Metabolism

Metabolism is the rate at which your body burns energy. This naturally
declines as you age however, energy restricted eating plans can also
slow down metabolism (such as many generic weight loss programs).
Here you will learn how to increase your metabolism. This concept is
important for everyone, whether you are trying to loose weight,
undergoing intermitted fasting or simply just ageing with life.

5 GUIDELINES FOR
WEIGHT LOSS
1)

Avoid White Carbohydrates

The agricultural revolution (in the mid 1700's) introduced a diet that changed
the world (and not for the good)! This diet was the high carb diet and it
consisted of high Glycemic Index (GI) foods such as grains, cereals, rice,
breads, potatoes and pastas.
What I’m about to tell you may suck because carb-based foods taste so good!
Looking back over the evolution of us as a species, this rapid change to
consuming a high carb diet caused many physiological disturbances and
problems for the human body. The problem with high GI foods is that they
release sugar quickly into the blood stream rapidly spiking insulin levels.
When eaten in excess (which is not hard to do), high GI Carbs + Insulin spike
= results in the carbs being stored as fat.
However, there is some good news!
Some carbs are better than others! These are carbs that have a low GI. Foods
with low GI release sugars slowly into the blood stream upon digestion and
do not spike insulin rapidly.
So, the challenge is to cut out all the high GI carbs and shift the focus onto
non-starchy vegetables with a low GI.
AVOID THE FOLLOWING
High GI Foods:
Grains & Cereals
Dairy
Sugar
Pastries
Bread and wraps of any kind
Rice (long grain and brown)
Pasta (all types)
Potato (White)
Fried food
Fruit (including dried & juice)
Ripe Banana
Soda Drinks

IT'S OK TO EAT
Low GI Foods
Black Beans
Lentils
Red Kidney Beans
Chick Peas
Sweet Potato
Pumpkin
Quinoa
Unripe Banana
Carrots
Dark Chocolate (70%+)
Capsicum/Bell Peppers

Most White Carb foods listed above have a high GI. When eaten, blood
glucose levels rise rapidly. To combat the high blood sugar levels,
insulin has to be released from the pancreas quickly and in large
amounts.

5 GUIDELINES FOR
WEIGHT LOSS
2) Don’t Eat Fruit & Drink Calories
WHAT?! Don’t eat fruit? Are you crazy!? But where will I get all my
vitamins from!?
Calm down and put aside that juice while I explain the reason behind
this.
Firstly
It’s not all fruit, just the ones that have a high GI and/or sugary taste.
This includes all juices, don't be stupid and drink energy... Remember
we are trying to decrease your insulin response and unfortunately fruit
juices and sweet fruits are the worst for this as they really spike those
insulin levels.
Where will I get all my vitamins!?
Here’s the low down, some industries and corporations use media and
marketing strategies to make you believe that the only way to get your
daily Vitamin C or Calcium is by eating or drinking that bloody A3 milk
or the new V12 juice. Truth is, there is just as much Vitamin C in 1 cup
of broccoli than in 1 orange minus all the sugar! Your pancreas and
weight loss goals will love that!
Oh but I need milk for Calcium I hear you say?!
Oh, do you now? Besides the fact that the sole purpose of cow's milk is
to make a small cow into a bigger cow, it also has a relatively high GI
causing those insulin spikes. Yep here comes the weight gain. One can
(90 grams) of sardines has just as much Calcium as 1 cup of cow's
milk with no significant increase on insulin levels.
So please don’t make excuses. There are always healthy alternatives
that are more in sync with your health goals. All can say is look it up
and do your own research.
Secondly
Fruits like avocados, pumpkin, blueberries and just ripe bananas are
fine as these don’t have a high GI and spike insulin levels. This is why it
is called Eating Smarter.

5 RULES AND TOOLS TO
GUIDE YOUR WEIGHT LOSS
3) Eat the same few meals over and
over again
Portion Control is the secret most companies use that assist people
in losing weight
Recently my relative was on one of these weight loss diets. Where they
deliver pre-made meals to you. Over 3 months he lost near 15kgs.
Upon looking at the food, it was ok, not the best but let’s just say it
was better than fast food.

The big game changer with weight
loss programs is portion size.
By keeping meals to a consistently smaller size you will re-calibrate
the amount of food your stomach needs to feel full. Yes, it will be hard
at first but, before long you will notice being satisfied with the smaller
portion sizes. The key is training your body to know that there is no
seconds, no thirds, no snacks, no nothing! Once you finish your meal,
you are done!
In addition to smaller portions for weight loss, it is also helpful to eat
the same meals over and over again and eliminate snacking. Eating
the same meals over and over again is not bad for you! It actually
allows your body to get good at breaking down and absorbing the
foods you are eating. As long as you have a variety healthy foods within
the meals then you are getting all the nutrients you need. The meal
suggestions below may assist in controlling insulin spikes.
Please see some low GI meal suggestions below:

RECIPES - FIRST MEAL OF THE DAY
Option 1 - Omelette
When to consume:

The perfect meal 2 hours before exercise or on non-training days

Ingredients:

2x free range eggs (3x to put on
healthy weight)
4x button or 1x portobello
mushrooms
1x handful of washed spinach
1x small onion
1x tomato
½ Can of rinsed & heated
lentils/black beans

Turmeric, salt & pepper for taste

Optional Additions:

½ cup of sauerkraut (for gut health)
½ medium avocado (to put on
healthy weight)

Option 2 - Superfood Smoothie
When to Consume:

2 hours pre-exercise or straight after exercise

Ingredients:

½ frozen banana
1 serving of vanilla protein powder
(plant protein such as pea or brown rice)
1 cup of soy or unsweetened almond milk
1 tbsp of nut butter
2 tbsp ground flax seeds

4-6 ice cubes

Optional Additions:

½ cup frozen blueberries
½ piece of frozen acai

1 tsp cocoa powder (for chocolate flavour)
½ small avocado (if wanting to put on healthy weight)
½ cup of macadamias (if wanting to put on healthy weight)

3x tbsp of Coyo yoghurt (if wanting to put on healthy weight)
Use organic grass fed dairy milk (if wanting to put on healthy weight)

RECIPES - LIGHT MEALS
Option 3 - Quick Eggs and Lentils
When to Consume:

Perfect if you want a cheap/quick meal to aid weight loss

Ingredients:

2x free range eggs (3x to put on
healthy weight)
½ Can of lentils or organic baked
beans on the side

Pinch of turmeric, salt & pepper
for taste

Optional Additions:

½ cup of sauerkraut (for gut health)
½ medium avocado (to put on
healthy weight)

Option 4 - Tofu Salad
When to Consume:

2 hours pre-exercise or straight
after exercise

Ingredients:

2x cups of washed kale or a leaf mix
(spinach, lettuce)
1x chopped tomatoes
1x handful of black olives (or avocado
chunks)
½ head of broccoli (can lightly steam
for 5-10 minutes)
Protein of choice (tofu, chicken, hardboiled eggs, falafel)

½ Capsicum

Optional Additions:

Vinaigrette dressing (or olive oil,
vinegar, and sea salt)
Cashew Dressing
1 tbsp hummus
1x handfuin seeds

Pumpkin seeds

RECIPES - MEAL PREPARATION
Option 4 - Curry
When to Consume:

This will make 4-6 meals - so
stored in fridge/freezer. Great as a
main meal for dinner/lunch

Ingredients:

1x head of Broccoli
½ Butternut Pumpkin
½ head of Cauliflower
1x medium Sweet Potato
3x carrots
400g of either Tofu, Chicken, HardBoiled Eggs
1x onion

3x cloves of Garlic

Choice of spice mix (red, green,
yellow)
2x cans of Coconut Cream
Can serve with ¼ cup of Quinoa

Option 6 - Roast Veggie Soup
When to Consume:

This will make 4-6 meals - so stored in fridge/freezer. Great as a main
meal for dinner/lunch

Ingredients:

Pick 3-4 of the following to roast in the oven
½ Butternut Pumpkin

1x medium Sweet Potato
4x Carrots
2x Onions
3x Garlic Cloves

¼ head of Cauliflower
8x Button or 2x Portobello Mushrooms

Season with a choice of pepper, salt, paprika, cumin or coriander before
roasting. Once roasted then place in a pot big enough to hold all
vegetables, bring to boil and blend to make soup

Optional Additions:

3x garlic cloves (raw for flavour and weight loss)
1x can of coconut cream (if wanting to put on healthy weight)
1x shredded roasted chicken breast (if wanting to use for a main meal
and/or to put on healthy weight)

RECIPES - MEAL PREPARATION
Option 5 - Mini Buddha Bowl
When to Consume:

Great for dinner/lunch. Can prepare
most of these ingredients in
association with other meals in this
guide

Ingredients:

Pick 4-6 of the following
150g of Tofu, Chicken, Hard-Boiled
Eggs, Felafel

1x cup of roasted Pumpkin or
Sweet Potato
½ head of lightly steamed Broccoli

½ cup of Sauerkraut (gut health)
1x sliced Tomato
1x handful of black olives (or
avocado chunks)
¼ cup of quinoa
½ can of lentils on the side (rinsed)
pinch of turmeric, salt & pepper for
taste
Hummus or another dip of choice
(no dairy)

Option 8 - Protein & Veggies
When to Consume:

As a main meal ideally dinner or lunch

Ingredients:

150g of either Tofu, Fish, 3x Eggs, Chicken
½ head of lightly steamed Broccoli
½ baked sweet potato
½ cup of sauerkraut (gut health)
¼ cup of quinoa
pinch of salt & pepper for taste

Option 9 - Snack Options
2x squares of organic dark chocolate
10x almonds or macadamias
1x Carrot or ½ Celery cut into sticks with 1x tbsp pf almond/peanut butter
Mini half smoothie (half the ingredients as above)

5 RULES AND TOOLS TO
GUIDE YOUR WEIGHT LOSS
4) Take One Day Off Weekly
This is one of the most important aspects of the guide!!!
This is a planned day that you must do! One day per week you may eat
what ever you want!
Indulge! It’s as simple as that.
This is not optional and it is not one of those so called 'cheat days.' This
day actually contributes to boosting your metabolism.
Here's what I had the other day when I was refuelling the body and
boosting my metabolism for the week ahead:
8AM Omelette on toast covered in baked beans, avocado, halloumi,
coffee with full cream milk
11AM Smoothie
1PM Large Serving Nachos with all the toppings, I'm talking sour cream,
avocado, salsa, beans
2:30PM ½ Block of chocolate, 2 home made yoyos, coffee,
7PM 1x Large Pizza with 2 glasses of red wine
8PM 1 Large slice of Birthday Cake with 3 scoops of ice cream omg it
was delicious!

Why and how do I do and recommend this?
Please read below to understand the reasoning
behind this:

5 RULES AND TOOLS TO
GUIDE YOUR WEIGHT LOSS
Boosting Metabolism
2 simple ways to increase metabolism
1.

Increase energy intake over a short period

Put simply, your body doesn’t like to starve. If you are cutting down on
your portion sizes to get some extra weight loss benefits this is ok.
However, your body may be under a little stress as energy intake is
lower than usual to run optimally. It is good to increase energy intake
for 12 hours to let the body know that it can keep it’s metabolism high!
This is a good way to finish off a week of eating right!
2. Exercise
Exercise burns energy yes but, one of the most important things about
exercise is what happens after. In particular, after resistance and
strength-based exercise your metabolism increases for 24-48 hours.
Building muscle takes a lot of energy and on a bigger plus side, the
more muscle you have the higher your metabolism will be!
How does this work?
Imagine two cars sitting next to each other at the traffic lights.
One is a Hummer
One is a Mini Cooper S
Sitting there at the lights with the engine just in idle. Which one is
burning more fuel?
The Hummer right! It has a bigger motor (muscle mass) and therefor at
rest is burning more energy.
That is what a bigger (more muscle and not fat!) human does at rest!
They burn more energy just sitting there.

5 RULES AND TOOLS TO
GUIDE YOUR WEIGHT LOSS
5) Timing of Meals - An Introduction
to Intermittent Fasting
You will notice on the meals above that there is a WHEN TO CONSUME
component of the meal. This is important as the timing of when you
eat can influence your weight, mood, sleep and many other aspect of
your physiology. Some meals are better to eat after exercise (ones that
have a higher GI as they will fuel the muscles and assist in recovery).
Some foods that are better before exercise or for sustained energy
(ones that are low GI or have limited carbs as they won't spike insulin
levels too high).
This is where I will lightly introduce my friend intermittent fasting
Upon searching the internet for the best explanation of this concept I
have come to realise that there are so many descriptions and blogs
that touch on this subject. It seems that this concept is HOT HOT HOT
at the moment.
I'm not going to harp on and go into great depth on this but I will
make it super simple

Only eat for a designated 6, 7 or 8
hours of the day
You heard it! I often ONLY eat between 11AM and 6PM with the
occasional coffee and a family dinner outside of those hours.
Why?
This can help with:
1) Limiting unwanted snacking
2) Limiting energy intake
3) Giving your digestive tract a rest
4) Being more intentional with eating (being more in tune with WHY
you are eating that particular food)

5 RULES AND TOOLS TO
GUIDE YOUR WEIGHT LOSS
Final Comments
It’s important to realise two things about this guide
1) Not everything will work for you and
2) doing everything listed in this guide is impossible
What I mean by this is that adopting all of this information at the same
time will be overwhelming!
The best way to use this guide is to go slow and steady.
Try each guide for at least 2-4 weeks and if no improvements have been
seen then maybe that rule isn’t the best one for you.

"One rule at a time starting from
the top. That is the best way at
working out what is best for you."
A final note to leave you with...
You’ve found this information for a
reason. Regardless of what that is, or if
you are present to it yet, your conscious
or unconscious mind has found
something in here that lead you to
reading all the way though to this
message. All I can say in return is thank
you for reading and engaging with this
information.
Now don't let the time it took you to
read this go to waste, put this new
knowledge to good use!!!

"Knowledge withheld is knowledge wasted"

JAKE HOLNESS

